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The BEST-SELLING Pearson Reviews & Rationales: Comprehensive Review for NCLEX-RNÃ‚Â®

is back and in a brand NEW edition! Completely current reflecting the April 2010 NCLEX-RN(R) test

plan, this review book features a comprehensive outline review, over 1800 practice questions

andÃ‚Â multiple practice tests. The second edition boasts over 200Ã‚Â new questions and includes

ALL of the alternate question formats on the NCLEX exam. Throughout answers are complete with

rationales and testing strategies to help determine how to answer questions, even when they

aren&#39;t sure of the correct answer.Ã‚Â How will this book help you succeed on the

NCLEX?Ã‚Â Ã‚Â Because of theseÃ‚Â stand-out features:     Highlights CRITICAL concepts on the

NCLEX-RN with Memory Aid Boxes and NCLEX Alert    The quantity and quality of our review

questions   Organization according to the April 2010 NCLEX-RN(R) Test Plan   The multi-media

support that accompanies this review book.  Inclusion of alternate test items such as prioritization,

dosage calculation, enhanced image questions Rationales and testing strategies for a for all

answers  Nearly all questions are a high level of difficulty, i.e. analysis and application Test Your

NCLEX(R) I.Q. assessment boxes  Review tips for ESL students  Section for foreign nurses to help

prepare them for the NCLEX-RN(R)    Need online preparation? For those who want to prepare for

the NCLEX-RN(R), taking multiple practice tests online will help you become more familiar with the

computer-based testing experience, especially for the new alternate item formats such as audio,

media-enhanced, hot spot, and exhibit questions. With this new edition, use the code printed inside

the front cover of the book to access more than 5,600 practice questions using all NCLEX(R)-style

formats. This includes the practice questions found in all chapters of the book as well as the

comprehensive exam questions. Plus, it contains 4,000 NEW question to help you further evaluate

your readiness for the exam and hone your test-taking skills.Ã‚Â ThisÃ‚Â allows you to choose two

ways to prepare for the NCLEX-RN(R). Both approaches personalize your practice experience

according to what stage you are at in your NCLEX(R) preparation:   Comprehensive Practice &

Review  Ã‚Â provides you with a 100-question comprehensive exam that allows you to practice

pacing yourself to build your stamina so that you can endure answering questions for a long period

of time. Following this exam, you receive a results report and a personalized study plan and links to

the eText to help you focus your review with additional opportunities to test yourself.   Nursing
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If you're looking for a comprehensive resource for NCLEX prep, look no further...this book is

fantastic. Extensive topic coverage complete with rationales for every response. Prefer going online

to take quizzes? No problem this book's got that, too. (Although the content online is a tad bit

confusing to navigate, once you figure out how to get to the quizzes section, you won't forget.) I

have several books for review and this one is my personal favorite. Some of my professors loan this

text out to students, but I prefer 24/7 availability in my own home! :-) Happy studying, future

nurses!UPDATE: I saw sooo many reviewers having trouble getting to the online content to take

system-specific quizzes that I decided to post instructions here on how to get to the right place.1)

Go to the Pearson Pegasus log-in page once you've set up online access, and log in.2) Click on the

book title on the left side of the website.3) On the next page, on the left side near the top, you will

see a menu bar that has the following options: "Today's View, Course Content, Grades,

Communicate". Look just BELOW this menu bar and you will see the following options: "View All



Content, Course Calendar, Learning Objectives."4) Click on Learning Objectives.5) On the left side,

you will see the following options: "Client Need, Topics Areas, Integrated Process."6) To take

quizzes related to your system or topic of choice, click the plus sign for "Topics Areas".7) Click on

your system of choice.8) On the right side, there are several options for that topic of study. Scroll

down to the bottom-ish. You will see a heading called "Self Study" for that topic of study. Click on

it.9) A separate pop-up window will appear so that you may begin your quiz.I hope this is helpful. If

you have any problems or questions, feel free to comment below. Note that the online quiz portion

only works with Internet Explorer and certain versions of Firefox, but not with Chrome.

Unless you're registered in a course through your school this book is useless. You won't have

assess to the online 4,000 practice questions or my nursing review online like the book said you will

have assess to. I called many times Pearson and they said the only way you can get all the features

of this book is if you are registered in a class. My response to them was why this isn't disclosed on

the book or their website. The representative from Pearson cut off the phone call.

This is an excellent prep for NCLEX. I used it to study and the style of the questions really prepare

you to write the NCLEX. Also, the rationale for each questions is helpful as it provides you with a

rationale as to why that is the correct answer. I would strongly recommend this prep book to all

nursing students as it covers a lot of topics.

STUDENTS BEWARE!!!!! FALSE ADVERTISING!!! I purchased this book in hopes of being able to

access and utilize the "more than 3800 additional questions" and the "self study version" as

additional study materials for the NCLEX.This was the response from an agent:I apologize for the

hold, upon investigating here the self study option for the NCLEX is no longer available and the site

has already retired.1:47:21 AMThank you for letting us know that there still an option for self study

even if there is none. I'm going to take note of this so that we can update the site.1:49:58 AM

I consider this book TRASH!!! Large and bulky. They falsely advertise online access, which is not

true unless you are apart of a class. Online access would be the best perk for this book. What a

waste!

Book is good but the inside code lead you to nowhere. Once you fallow instructions, it is presendted

the chance to enroll in a paid clas or course, but nothing else/ At least my experience.



It's a good book but I just talked to the technical support of Pearson... They removed the online

access for the comprehnsive review for nclex... too bad... it should be a good practice if your taking

nclex....

Too much content for my liking. Not saying the content is incorrect, but there are a lot of fluff info

that you would never need to know. They do provide a lot mnemonics and tips for NCLEX that I

used throughout nursing school and have helped me tremendously. What I do appreciate is the

pharmacology portion. I used it for my pharm class and fortunately I passed. The questions were

great practice, but again, the information is quite a lot.
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